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Abstract: Knowledge of the most accurate MSA method in the initial stage of a biological research work may help
in choosing the right MSA method and a correct downstream analysis. The most important challenge of the current
era is to handle large alignments efficiently. Currently, no tool is available that compares several large MSAs
(having several thousand sequences) simultaneously and efficiently based on a reference alignment. In this article,
we present MQAT; a multithreaded java based software tool that can compare several MSAs simultaneously and
efficiently. It has implemented divide and conquer technique. MQAT is many times more efficient than the available
tools for comparing MSAs. Results show that MQAT can compute sum of pairs score and column score of an
alignment consisting of more than 11,000 sequences just in 11 seconds and is more than 95% efficient as compared
to other similar tools. All activities in MQAT can be saved in form of a project in an XML file that can be reopened
at some later time. MQAT presents results in tabular form as well as in graphical form using bar, pie and line charts.
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heavily scrutinized domain of bioinformatics.
Secondly, these tools are heuristics based which do
not provide optimal solution and have some
deficiencies in one or the other way [26]. Therefore,
knowledge of the most accurate MSA method in the
initial stage of a biological research work may help in
choosing the right MSA method for the right
situation [27] and to perform correct downstream
analysis. Measuring quality of a MSA method
involves calculation of two most commonly used
scores i.e. Sum of Pairs Score (SPS) and Column
Score (CS) [28]. An alignment having greater SPS
and CS is said to be more accurate and vise versa.
A number of bioinformatic tools for
comparing MSAs based on reference alignment are
available. Examples of such tools are SinicView [29],
AltAVist [11], SuiteMSA [10] and a program written
in c language by developers of BAliBASE [30].
SinicView can compare multiple nucleotide
alignments under a fixed window. SinicView
provides both graphical as well as text view for
comparison purpose; however, it is not efficient for
large alignments. AltAVist is a web based tool for
comparing two alignments. Conserved as well as
reliably aligned regions are color coded for
visualizing local agreement between two alignments.

1. Introduction
Multiple sequence alignments (MSA) have
significant role in the downstream analysis which
includes identifying (i) conserved patterns through
evolution[1,2,3] (ii) functionally important residues,
(iii) annotation of novel genomes (iv) prediction of
protein secondary and tertiary structure and the
nsSNPs (non synonymous Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms) that have a basic role for altering a
protein function[4,5,6,7,8]. Several areas of
bioinformatics and evolutionary biology are based on
correct MSA[9], which is thus, one of the most active
and highly scrutinized areas of research in
bioinformatics[10,11]. The more correct MSA, the
more accurate results of downstream analysis will be.
High throughput sequencing approaches are
generating megabase long sequences at an enormous
rate [12,13]. Genome sequence alignment tools such
as MUMmer[14], GS-Aligner[15], Avid[16] and
LAGAN[17], and MSA methods like Clustal
W/X[18], T-COFFEE[19], MAFFT[20], Kalign[21],
MultiPip-Maker[22], MULTIZ[23], MLAGAN[17],
MAVID[24], and MUSCLE[25] can generate
alignments consisting of thousands of sequences of
several kilobase long. Firstly, efficient computation
of these large alignments is a big challenge and it is a
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Due to a web based tool, it imposes restrictions on
the size of alignments. SuiteMSA is a good graphical
tool for comparing multiple alignments. In addition
to SPS and CS, it provides numerous other statistics
as a part of comparison between a test and reference
alignment. It also provides graphical interface for
indel-seq-gen, a molecular evolution simulation tool
[31]. However, due to heavy graphics involved,
SuiteMSA is not good for large alignments. Program
provided by BAliBASE developers is a command
based tool and can compute scores of only one
alignment at a time. All these tools except SinicView
allow user to provide one test and one reference
alignment at a time. None of these tools provide
facility to save the work done in form of a project.
In this article, we introduce MQAT, a
multithreaded bioinformatic tool written in java
programming language. MQAT provides a graphical
interface to select several test alignments against a
single reference alignment. It implements an
algorithm based on divide and conquer technique and
is many times more efficient than the available tools
for comparing MSAs. Results show that MQAT can
compute sum of pairs and column score of an
alignment consisting of more than 11,000 sequences
just in 11 seconds and is more than 95% efficient as
compared to other similar tools. MQAT divides an
MSA into a number of sub MSAs and assign the job
of calculating scores to the threads. Each thread
reports its performance to the main thread that
calculates final scores. SPS and CS of all test
alignments are displayed in tabular form. Results can
be sorted by test files, SPS or CS. MQAT allows user
to view graphical comparison summary of the
selected test alignments in form of bar, pie and line
charts. MQAT also provides facility to edit title of
the charts, labels of x-axis and y-axis and labels of
parts of the charts. It also provides facility to save
whole work done in XML format. Saving whole
work performed, enables a user to open and continue
the work from saved state. MQAT also provides
features of printing data in PDF, HTML and on a
paper. It also has feature to export data to MS Excel.
2. Martials and Methods
MQAT: Multithreaded Algorithm
The core feature of MQAT is ‘Divide and
Conquer’ approach which is implemented by a very
powerful feature of multithreading of java
programming language. MQAT algorithm calculates
number of threads based on the number of sequences
in an MSA. Minimum two threads are generated for
every alignment and this number is incremented for
every other 500 hundred sequences. MQAT
algorithm used the following equation to compute the
number of threads required for an alignment.
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Nt 

Ns
2
500

(1)

Where Nt is number of threads required for
an MSA. Ns represent number of sequences in an
alignment and ‘2’ denotes the minimum number of
threads required for every alignment.
MQAT algorithm divides an MSA
horizontally into sub MSAs based on the number of
threads generated by equation 1. Equation 2 and 3
calculate number of sequences for the sub MSAs.
Number of sequences for the first sub MSA is
calculated by equation 2 and equation 3 is executed
repeatedly (until Nt reaches to zero) to compute
number of sequences for subsequent sub MSAs.
(2)
Nsi  Ns / Nt

Nt  Nt  1 



 Nsj  Ns  Nsi 
Nt


 Nsi  Nsi  Nsj 



(3)

In equation 2 Nsi denotes number of
sequences of the first sub MSA that is to be generated
whereas in equation 3 it is the total number of
sequences to extracted from Ns. Nsj represent number
of sequences of the current sub MSA to be generated.
After calculating required number of
threads and generating sub MSAs, MQAT creates
threads and assign them the task of calculating SPS
and CS for the sub MSAs. Main thread gets scores of
the sub MSAs form the respective threads and
computes the final scores. The whole sequence of the
algorithm is shown by figure 1.
MQAT: The Tool
MQAT is written in java programming
language using java development kit 7u15, and
netbeans 7.3. In this section, we present usage of
major interfaces of MQAT.
Start New Project Interface
In MQAT, all activities have to be part of a
project. A project is a collection of test files along
with their SPS and CS and other analysis activities
such as bar, pie or line charts of the selected test files.
A new project is created by clicking the ‘New
Project’ button in ‘File Menu’ of the main window of
MQAT (Figure 2). Interface of starting new project
provides facility to select multiple test files and
compute their SPS and CS against a single reference
file. A user can either remove all files by selecting
‘Reset List’ button or any selected file from the list
by clicking ‘Remove File’ button. By pressing ‘Start’
button, MQAT starts computing SPS and CS of all
provided files and ‘Cancel’ button may be used to
cancel the activity.
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SPS and CS of all loaded test files and displays
results in tabular form in a new sub window (Figure
3) inside the main window. Results are displayed
under three labels/columns i.e. 1) ‘Sort by Test Files’,
2) ‘Sort by SPS’ and ‘Sort by Column Score’.
Column labeled as ‘Sort by Test Files’ shows all
processed test files and other two columns shows
SPS and CS respectively. The prefix ‘Sort by’ with
label of each column means that user can sort results
in ascending or descending order by clicking these
buttons with respect to test files, SPS or column
score. Options to select the desired alignments are
also provided for further analysis in form of bar, pie
or line charts.
Figure 2 displays SPS and CS of lipocalin
superfamily proteins generated from various MSA
methods. These are a group of small globular proteins
and in addition to other functions; they are mostly
associated in allergic reactions. They also share a
common antiparallel beta-barrel conformation
consisting of eight beta-strands. Apart from this,
lipocalin proteins have a small highly-conserved
motif near the first beta- strand[32,33]. We obtained
both the manually-adjusted MSA from Sánchez et al.
[32]. Strope et al. [12] and Catherine et al.[10] used
the same proteins to illustrate their tools.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of multithreaded
algorithm. In the start, algorithm takes both reference
and test alignment. After calculating number of
threads required for each test alignment, it divides the
alignment into sub alignments. The algorithm, then,
executes threads for computing SPS and CS for each
sub alignment. At the end, main thread computes
final score and prints them on screen.

Figure 3. A sub window inside the main window
displaying SPS and CS. The button labeled as ‘Sort
by Test Files’ provides feature of sorting results in
ascending or descending order with respect to test
files. The buttons of ‘Sort by SPS’ and ‘Sort by
Colum Score’ sort results with respect to SPS and CS
respectively. Extreme left pane provides options to
select desired alignments for further analysis. The
figure shows results in descending order with respect
to SPS.

Figure 2. The window to start a new project (right
hand side) is opened by clicking ‘New Project’
button in file menu of the main window of MQAT
(left hand side). A user can select multiple test files,
remove selected or all files. ‘Start’ button starts a
new project and ‘Cancel’ button cancels the project.
Scores Interface
When user presses ‘Start button’ on ‘Start
New Project’ window, MQAT begins calculating
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Graphical Analysis Tools
MQAT provides three major graphical tools
for analysis of accuracy of alignments. These are bar,
pie and line charts both for SPS and CS. Bar and pie
charts are calculated based on the total values of SPS
and CS while line charts are built based on per
column SP and CS.
Bar Chart
Bar charts are one of the three graphical
tools for analysis. Figure 4 shows bar chart analysis
of accuracy of lipocalin superfamily proteins whose
SPS and CS is shown in figure 2. Window displaying
bar chart also provides several editing features such
as a user may edit title of the chart, labels of x-axis
and y-axis and labels of individual bars of the chart.
‘Chart Update Form’ is displayed when a user clicks
with mouse on any of the bars of the chart. After
providing new label in the text field and pressing the
‘Ok’ button, old label of the selected bar is replaced
by the new one.

Figure 5. Pie chart analysis of the test alignments.
This window also provides options to edit pie chart
title and labels of parts of pie chart.
Line Chart
Line chart (Figure 6) displays graphical
analysis of SPS and CS of each column of the
alignments. Like bar and pie chart, window of line
chart provides various editing options. Title of line
chart, label of x-axis, y-axis and line itself can be
edited and changed. Upper pane of line chart window
provides options to edit title of chart and labels of xaxis and y-axis. Bottom pane is for editing label of a
line.

Figure 4. Bar chart analysis of accuracy of lipocalin
superfamily protein alignment.
Pie Chart
Analysis of accuracy of alignments can also
be viewed via pie chart. Figure 5 shows pie chart
analysis of accuracy of lipocalin superfamily proteins
shown in figure 5. This window also provides editing
features like bar chart window. A user can edit title of
chart and labels of individual parts of pie chart.
“Chart Update Form” is displayed when user clicks
inside of a part of pie chart. Remaining procedure is
similar to “Chart Update Form” displayed in bar
chart window.
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Figure 6. Per column SPS view of the selected
alignments in figure 2. Upper part of this window
displays options to edit title of the chart, labels of xaxis and y-axis while the lower part titled as “Change
Series Name” provides an interface to edit labels of
the lines (inside the legend).
3. Results and Discussion
One of the techniques of examining
accuracy of MSA methods is to compare an
alignment constructed by the MSA method (called as
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test alignment) with a reference alignment [34-35].
Two popular scores i.e. SPS and CS are calculated as
a part of this comparative study. Currently, available
tools calculate scores only of one test alignment at a
time which is a time consuming activity and it
becomes a very tedious task when you want to
compare several test alignments. MQAT gives an
option to provide test files as many as you want and
displays SPS and CS in tabular form of all the
provided alignments. Multithreaded algorithm has
enabled MQAT to handle large alignments
efficiently. Accuracy of MQAT is comparable to
SuiteMSA and BAliBASE c program and, in case of
large alignments especially, efficiency is very high as
compared to SuiteMSA and BAliBASE c program. A
reference alignment can be obtained by three
approaches. Firstly, it can be get from a bench mark
MSA database, secondly by adjusting an MSA by
hand based on our own experience and knowledge
and thirdly, it can be constructed by using a simulator
such as ROSE [35], iSG [31], MySSP [36] Seq-Gen
[37] and SIMPROT [38].
In this section, we discuss performance of MQAT
with three angles i.e. 1) Accuracy 2) Efficiency with
respect to other tools and 3) Efficiency for larger
alignments.

Figure 7. Comparison of SuiteMSA, BAliBASE ‘c’
program and MQAT with respect to accuracy. The
figure shows that accuracy of MQAT is very close to
SuiteMSA and BAliBASE ‘c’ program.

Accuracy of MQAT
In this section, we show that efficiency of
MQAT does not effect its accuracy. We take
lipocalin superfamily protein alignments computed
by different MSA methods for the accuracy
comparison of the three tools. Figure 7 shows that
values of SPS and CS computed by MQAT are very
similar to the values calculated by SuiteMSA and
BAliBASE ‘c’ program. SuiteMSA is good for small
alignments, BAliBASE ‘c’ program is good for small
as well as medium alignments but MQAT is good for
small, medium as well as large alignments, therefore,
in this section we have chosen a small protein data
set so that we may present comparison of all the three
tools.
Efficiency: BAliBASE ‘c’ program vs. MQAT
In this section, we show efficiency
comparison of MQAT and BAliBASE ‘c’ program.
Due to limitation of BAliBASE ‘c’ program, we have
shown comparison of alignments having up to one
thousand sequences. Results show that MQAT
spends almost 5 seconds where as BAliBASE ‘c’
program consumes 159 seconds to calculate scores of
alignments shown in figure 8. It means that MQAT is
about 97% more efficient as compared to BAliBASE
‘c’ program. Data used in this comparison is taken
from BAliBASE.
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Figure 8. Comparison of efficiency between
BAliBASE ‘c’ program and MQAT. Significant
difference of time consumed by BAliBASE ‘c’
program and MQAT can be seen.
Efficiency of MQAT for larger alignments
MQAT is also very efficient for alignments
having more than 1000 sequences. This section
presents efficiency statistics of MQAT for alignments
of varying number of sequences and length. MQAT
computes scores of alignment having 1614 sequences
just in 2 and 11298 sequences just in 12 seconds.
Alignments for the purpose of analysis shown in
figure 10 were constructed by using Clustal Omega
from the sequence file named as BBA0039.tfa in
folder titled as RV100 enclosed in a zipped file
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named as ‘msa_reference.tar.gz’ in BAliBASE and
then replicating it to generate an alignment having
1614 sequences and then replicating 1614 sequences
to generate 3228 and so on. Replication was done in
order to save time and avoid from constructing so big
alignments from an MSA method.

Additional Material

Alignment files constructed by various MSA
methods of 23 lipocalin protein sequences are
included.

A reference file of 23 lipocalin protein
sequences is included.

Test and reference alignments of sequences
taken from BAliBASE for the purpose of efficiency
comparison between MQAT and BAliBASE ‘c’
program are included.

To show efficiency of MQAT, test and
reference alignments of sequences taken from
BAliBASE is include.
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Figure 10. Efficiency analysis of MQAT for
alignments having more than one thousand
sequences. The figure shows that MQAT consumes
just 53 seconds to compute scores of all alignments
comprising of 45192 sequences in total.
4. Conclusions
MQAT allows users to calculate SPS and
CS of large alignments very quickly. Other tools
either don’t accept alignment consisting of more than
one thousand sequences or they are very slow.
MQAT has been tested for an alignment consisting of
more than eleven thousand sequences but it is
expected that MQAT should work for even larger
alignments. Results show that MQAT is more than
95% efficient as compared to other similar tools.
MQAT can calculate scores of multiple MSAs
simultaneously. It shows results in text format in
tabular form where user is allowed to sort results in
ascending or descending order with respect to test
files, SPS or CS. MQAT also allows user to perform
graphical analysis of the selected alignments.
Graphical analysis can be made using bar, pie and
line charts. Bar and pie charts provides analysis for
total SPS and CS whereas line charts analyze SPS
and CS of each column of the alignment. Various
parameters of these graphical tools can be edited by
the user. MQAT also provides facility to save the
work done in form of a project in XML format as
well as to open it at any time in future. MQAT also
permits users to print results in HTML, PDF format
or on a paper.
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